Our Mission...
Serving Wounded Warriors, Veterans, and Service Members

The men, women and families who sacrificed so much for our country deserve recognition, honor and support. NAVSUP offers stable Federal employment with health, education and retirement benefits. NAVSUP understands the knowledge, skills and experience Wounded Warriors and veterans possess can support the ability to achieve our mission and provide the U.S. Naval forces with quality supplies and services needed on a daily basis.

NAVSUP values the courage of those who have served our country with honor and understands their ability to get the job done. We acknowledge the motivation and talent Wounded Warriors provide and are committed to recognizing and employing those skills and talents.

For additional information about the NAVSUP Command, visit our website: http://www.navsup.navy.mil/navsup

Wounded Warrior Program
Careers

“We the test of rehabilitation shall be employability”

We are committed to finding suitable employment for our nation’s wounded heroes. Let us help you meet your employment needs.
NAVAL SUPPLY SYSTEMS COMMAND
SUPPORTING THE WARFIGHTER

NAVSUP Wounded Warrior Program
Ensures veterans with 30% or greater disability rating who became wounded, ill, injured in combat in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom, Operation Enduring Freedom, or any other operation where campaign medal has been awarded are considered for NAVSUP’s hiring and developmental opportunities. Disabled combat veterans with less than a 30% rating are still eligible for enrollment and encouraged to apply.

Wounded Warrior Program Eligibility
Honorably discharged veterans with a 30% or more disability and have received a purple heart of appropriate documentation of injuries sustained by an instrumentality of war. Current service members that are undergoing rehabilitation are strongly encouraged to enroll in the program. Veteran Member 4 copy DD-214 showing honorable discharge, VA adjudication documents, SF-15 and any other supporting documents are needed for eligibility verification purposes.

Mentoring & Development
Wounded Warriors Receive:
- A training program, based on the job description and is mutually developed by the command and monitored by NAVSUP Wounded Warrior Program Managers (WWPM).
- WWPM will maintain contact with the command and veteran throughout the training program.
- The command will provide WWPM with an evaluation of the veteran’s performance on a monthly basis.
- WWPM will meet with the veteran monthly to ensure he/she is in good standing.
- Veteran counseling available by state certified counselors with 24 hrs a day availability.
- VA assistance with enrollment into the Chapter 31 program (if eligible) that will provide a substance allowance to assist with living expenses while in a training program.
- Upon completion of the training program, the wounded warrior is converted to a target grade.

Opportunities
- Program Management
- Contract Specialists
- Logistics and Industrial Operations
- Corporate Operations
- Finance
- Human Resources
- Research and Development
- Logistics Operations
- And many other opportunities

Program Criteria
- Honorable Discharge
- DD Form 214 Member Form 4
- Participated in a US military operation supported by a campaign medal
- Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) adjudicated rating of 30% or more
- Purple Heart awarded or documentation in support of combat related injury from the Department of Veterans Affairs